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Abstract: The LISA Pathfinder (LPF) spacecraft will put two test masses in nearly
perfect gravitational free-fall and control and measure their movements with extremely high
accuracy of a level before never achieved. To accomplish this, ultra-precise micro-propulsion
systems will be used and two possible Field Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP) candidates
are under qualification; FEEP cesium slit thrusters and FEEP indium needle thrusters.
These micro-propulsion concepts have been modeled with SPIS 3.6 to asses the chargeexchange (CEX) interaction, the risk of plume backflow deposition and to optimize the
allocation of onboard plume diagnostic sensors. SPIS has proved to be a useful modeling tool
to asses the contamination problematic and the preliminary results gives a good
understanding of the backflow deposition and its consequences.
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Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant, 1.381× 10-23[J/K]
mass per evaporated particle [g]
number of particles per cm2 for a layer of 1Å thickness, ~1014
electron plasma density [#/m3]
ion plasma density [#/m3]
local environment pressure [torr]
vapor pressure [torr]
electron plasma temperature [eV]
ion plasma temperature [eV]
temperature at which evaporation takes place [K]
evaporation rate [Å/h]
evaporation coefficient determining the amount of vapour that contributes to the evaporation flux

I.

Introduction

T

he FEEP technology is a European electric propulsion concept that provides the necessary high modulation
and control qualities needed for LPF1, this to a cost of very low propellant consumption that reduces the wet
mass needed. Though very promising, the FEEP technology is still in development and the emission mass efficiency
is still giving room for improvements for both the FEEP cesium slit and the FEEP indium needle concept. Performed
plume model analyses and experiments2,3, given the emission requirements for LPF and the present status of LPF’s
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FEEP thrusters, have shown that the quantity of emitted free single charged ions for the FEEP cesium slit thrusters
may be only 80% of the total mass flow and for the FEEP indium needle thrusters the mass efficiency may be as low
as 50%. If neglecting the more complex ion configurations, the remaining fraction of the plume content may be
approximated as only free neutrals that will provide an environment for CEX collisions and the generation of slow
CEX ions. The poor velocity of both the neutrals and the CEX ions will introduce a plume backflow, which will
produce a continuously growing deposition layer. This artificial deposit will over time begin to change surfaces
thermal and optical properties, especially critical for sensitive subsystems like sensors and solar arrays. The plume
backflow and the rate of deposition had therefore to be model for on a full spacecraft scale using the SPIS 3.6
software to predict possible deposition problems and to give the chance to asses these problems on an early basis.

II.

Modeling approach

SPIS 3.6 (www.spis.org) is an open-source software for simulation of
spacecraft-plasma interaction using PIC and MCC to model the movements of
ambient plasma, artificial thruster plasma and the generation CEX ions. It
provides features to simulate the deposition rate for emitted cesium propellant
and the possibility to analyze particle densities and contamination in 3D. Indium
is not included as a propellant for deposition modeling in the present version of
SPIS 3.6 and had therefore to be added to the SPIS code.
The performed SPIS models required that three different pre-modeling steps
were covered for; 1) determination of space environmental data for LPF’s orbit in
Lagrange point 1, 2) the construction of two geometrical models of the LPF
spacecraft using the GSMH software (www.geuz.org/gmsh) provided in SPIS
a)
(Fig. 1), and 3) determination of thruster plume data through plume analyses and
in-detail plume generation models also mentioned above.
For the space environment, normal solar wind conditions at 370km/s were
assumed giving an electron density ne and an ion plasma density (H+) ni of
5×106m-3 respectively, an electron temperature Te of 10.3eV and an ion
temperature Ti of 4.3eV.
Two geometrical models were constructed to represent the LPF spacecraft;
one for each thruster concept. The FEEP cesium slit thrusters were configured in
three clusters, separated with 120˚ around the spacecraft central axis (Fig. 2),
with four thrusters in each cluster (Fig. 3). The FEEP indium thusters were also
configured in three cluster formations with the same separation angle but with
b)
nine needles in a 3-3-3 square configuration (Fig. 4).
Figure 1. LPF geometrical
The FEEP cesium slit plume model data assumed a 9kV accelerating
model layout. a) Side-bottom
potential, a beam current of 1.2mA per thruster and with a CEX cross-section of
view b) Side-top view
10-18m-2. It was applied in SPIS with an operational current of 300µA per
thruster. The FEEP indium needle plume data assumed an accelerating potential
of 6kV, an operating beam current of 150 µA per needle. It was implemented in SPIS using a beam current of 33µA
and a CEX cross-section of 10-18m-2.

Figure 3. The geometrical layout Figure 4. The geometrical layout
of the FEEP cesium slit thruster of the FEEP indium needle
Figure 2. Principle sketch of
thruster cluster.
cluster.
2
LPF’s clusters layout (top view).
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III.

Artificial deposition assessment

Based on the given space environment, it was established by using SPIS that LPF during non-emission would
gain a spacecraft potential of approximate +10V due to the space environmental plasma currents and photoemission
current. This spacecraft potential was then used during the contamination assessment.
Figures and tables referred to in the sections below are given in the appendix.

A. FEEP cesium
The density plots of the emitted fast single charged cesium ions (Cs+) (Fig. 5-6) show the performance of the
FEEP cesium slit thrusters and how the well-formed plumes propagate into space. The neutral plume content (Fig. 7)
is not influenced by the thruster accelerating potential why the neutral cesium atoms spread all around the
spacecraft, only limited to their line of site. The CEX production rate (Fig. 8) shows clearly that most of the CEX
collisions are taken place just in front of the thrusters’ exits where the concentration of ions and neutrals are highest.
The CEX ion density plot (Fig. 9) illustrates a still expanding CEX ion cloud but given the collected CEX ion
current plot (Fig. 10) the back-streaming CEX ion collected by the spacecraft has stabilized at around 0.1µA.
Any direct collection of fast emitted Cs+ ions is naturally to be avoided as it unbalance the FEEP neutralization
concept, causes contamination and may generate a concerning amount of corrosion over time. With the present
geometrical configuration a fair amount of fast Cs+ is collected on the backside of the solar panel (0.01-1mA/m2)
and on the outer of the two star tracker baffles (1-10µA/m2) (Fig. 11).
SPIS 3.6 provides the feature to directly asses the deposition rate for the CEX Cs+ (Fig. 12-15). It shows that
most of the CEX Cs+ deposit is to be found nearby the thruster exits and also on the cluster structures and the
spacecraft panels where the clusters are attached. The deposition rate for the neutral Cs backflow is not included in
the present version of SPIS. Instead the neutral backflow was assessed by treating the emitted neutrals as a current
of ions in an electric-magnetic free environment. By doing so an approximation of the recollected neutral ‘current’
was achieved (Fig. 16-19) that could be converted to a deposition rate by using a conversion factor of
26283sm2Å/(Ch). The maximum deposition rate for both the CEX Cs+ and the neutral Cs together with the total sum
of the two populations are presented in table 1 for different areas on LPF.
Evaporation is not taken into account in SPIS and was therefore assessed separately. The solar panel will be fully
exposed to the sun’s radiation and the thruster will be heated while the backside of LPF, including star trackers and
separation systems, will face cold space. Consequently the impact of thermal evaporation could not be neglected.
The evaporation rate in Å/h is given by Hertz-Knudsen equation as

Γ =α2

mV
(PV − P ) 3600
2π k BTV
nmV

(1)

and using the vapor pressure at the temperatures given by thermal models4 performed for LPF, it was possible to
approximately calculate the total deposition rates with evaporation subtracted, which is presented in table 2. As seen
the evaporation is clearly of major importance as it acts as a cleaning process.

B. FEEP indium
The emitted single charged indium ions (In+) from each needle configuration (Fig. 20) combines into a single
plume formation (Fig. 21) that is much broader than the plume for FEEP cesium. The neutral indium plot (Fig. 22)
demonstrates however similar characteristics as for FEEP cesium. The CEX collisions are most frequent nearby the
thruster exits (Fig. 23). The cloud of CEX In+ is still enlarging in the density plot (Fig. 24) but the collected CEX In+
current (Fig. 25) has at this point almost fully stabilized and only small variations are to be seen indicating that
steady-state has been reached in the critical local spacecraft environment.
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It was recognized that the level of directly collected fast emitted In+ was significant (Fig. 26) on the backside of
the solar panel, peaking at approximately 1.5mA/m2. Also the outer star tracker baffle suffers from a high current
collection.
The growth of CEX In+ deposit (Fig. 27-30) is greatest nearby the needles while the deposition rate is between
one to five magnitudes less on the bays and the structure supporting the thrusters. Even lower deposition rate is
found on the star track baffles, the separation system cylinders and the antennas. The neutral backflow was modeled
using the same approach as for the FEEP cesium, and the collected neutral ‘current’ plot (Fig. 31-34) could then be
used to calculate the deposition rate in Å/h using a conversion factor of 58725sm2Å/(Ch). The deposition rate for
both CEX In+ and the neutral In are given in table 3. The vapor pressure for indium is expected to very poor for the
given thermal conditions why evaporation was neglected for the indium study.

C. Overall LPF lifetime deposition
The LPF mission will last for 180 days plus an additional period of 125 days for transfer orbit and possible
mission extension. However, based on an average thrust of 30µN (ie 300µA) for each FEEP cesium slit thruster, a
total impulse of 2950Ns and a specific impulse of 4000s a FEEP cesium slit thruster will be able to operate for about
1125 days before the propellant tank is fully empty. Based on this and the information given in table 1-2 it is
possible to plot the thickness of the total accumulated deposit over time with and without the evaporation rate
subtracted (Fig. 35-36) for all twelve FEEP cesium thrusters. With the same thruster requirements, but with an
average thrust of 3.3 µN (i.e. 33µA) for each needle, together with the data given in table 3, one may also plot the
total accumulated deposit over time for the FEEP indium needle thruster concept (Fig. 37).

D. Electric Propulsion Diagnostic Package (EPDP) sensor allocation optimization
In the geometrical models used, the EPDP sensors were placed around a thruster cluster on one of the spacecraft
bays according to the assumed baseline. The 3D visualization of the plume particle densities, the plasma potential
and the deposition rate proved to be an easy way to estimate new positions and sensor dimension.

IV.

Conclusion

Due to the very strict requirements for LPF and the extreme precisions needed, it is crucial to guarantee a nonfailing power supply from the solar panels to the electric micro-propulsion system and to ensure that no sensor
facing space malfunction during the mission. The performed models have shown the importance of a full scale
spacecraft deposition assessment to understand the impact of the plume backflow and to avoid unnecessary
degradation of sensors, solar cells and other critical optical and thermo-optical surfaces.
The performed SPIS models have shown that LPF will face a growing layer of deposition all over the spacecraft
for both the FEEP cesium and the FEEP indium thruster concept. Both neutrals and slow CEX ions will be able to
return to the spacecraft and contaminate. Without taking evaporation into account, the preliminary results show that
the most severe backflow collection is to be expected nearby the thrusters where a total deposition rate of 9.1Å/h is
to be expected for FEEP cesium and as much as 48Å/h for FEEP indium. Also the structures where the thrusters are
attached and the backside of the solar panel will be exposed to the plume backflow but the deposition rate will drop
rapidly (several magnitudes) with the distance from the thruster exits. The models have also shown that sensitive
areas like antennas, separation system and the opening of the star tracker baffle will be exposed to a low dose of
contamination (max 0.83Å/h for FEEP cesium and max 9.1Å/h for FEEP indium).
The work undertaken has however shown that evaporation must be included in the assessment for the FEEP
cesium thrusters as the thermal surface conditions will allow a large amount of the deposited cesium to evaporate
into space. If the thrusters are ran at average thrust until their propellant thanks are emptied and evaporation is taken
into account, the accumulated deposition layer of cesium will reduce to roughly 1/6 the thickness of the
corresponding indium deposit or even less.
Finally, SPIS has proved to be a useful tool to optimize the allocation and dimensions of sensors around the
thrusters. The 3D visualization tool makes it very easy to test new sensor design and locations in respect to the
thruster plumes, plasma potentials and deposition rates.
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Appendix
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Figure 13. CEX Cs+ deposition
(FEEP cluster 1), log10(Å/h)
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Figure 14. CEX Cs+ deposition
(FEEP cluster 2), log10(Å/h)

Figure 15. CEX Cs+ deposition
(FEEP cluster 3), log10(Å/h)

Figure 16. Collected neutral Cs
‘current’ (solar panel), log10(A/m2)

Figure 17. Collected neutral Cs
‘current’ (FEEP cluster 1),
log10(A/m2)

Figure 18. Collected neutral Cs
‘current’ (FEEP
cluster 2),
log10(A/m2)

Figure 19. Collected neutral Cs
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log10(A/m2)
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Figure 21.
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Figure 22. Neutral In density,
log10(#/m3)
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Figure 25. Collected CEX In+
current, A
CEX

In+

Figure 23. CEX production rate,
log10(#/m3/s)

Figure 24.
log10(#/m3)

density,

Figure 26. Collected In+ current,
log10(A/m2)

Figure 27. CEX In+ deposition
(solar panel), log10(Å/h)

Figure 28. CEX In+ deposition
(FEEP cluster 1), log10(Å/h)

Figure 29. CEX In+ deposition
(FEEP cluster 2), log10(Å/h)

Figure 30. CEX In+ deposition
(FEEP cluster 3), log10(Å/h)

Figure 31. Collected neutral In
‘current’ (solar panel), log10(Å/h)
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Figure 32. Collected neutral In
‘current’ (FEEP cluster 1),
log10(Å/h)

Figure 33. Collected neutral In
‘current’ (FEEP
cluster 2),
log10(Å/h)

Figure 34. Collected neutral In
‘current’ (FEEP cluster 3),
log10(Å/h)
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Table 1. Deposition rates for CEX Cs+, neutral Cs and the total deposition rate.
CEX Cs+ deposition rate,
log10(Å/h)

Neutral Cs deposition rate,
log10(Å/h)

Total
deposition rate,
log10(Å/h)

-3.0 to -7.61

-2.3 to -7.58

< -2.2

Bay 2, 4 and 7

-0.785 to -6.0

0.96 to -7.58

< 0.96

Radiators

-2.0 to -7.61

0.72 to -7.58

< 0.72

Solar panel (solar)

-5.0 to -7.61

-7.58

< -5.0

Solar panel (shadow)

-4.0 to -7.61

0.52 to -7.58

< 0.52

- antennas

-4.0 to -7.61

-0.08 to -7.58

< -0.08

- separation system

-5.0 to -7.61

-7.58

< -5.0

- star tracker

-4.9 to -7.61

-0.08 to -7.58

< -0.08

Thrusters
Neutraliser

-0.785 to -1.6
-3.9 to -4.6

-7.58
-0.78 to -7.58

< - 0.785
< -0.78

Surface/subsystem
Main spacecraft
bay 2, 4 and 7)

(except

Externals

Table 2. Characteristics and evaporation rates from different surfaces on LPF
Surface

Temperature, K

Vapour pressure,
torr

Evaporation rate,
log10(Å/h)

Deposition rate with
evaporation subtracted,
log10(Å/h)

Main spacecraft (except bay
2, 4 and 7)

123

1.0×10-12

-1.6

0

Bay 2, 4 and 7
Radiators

123
263

1.0×10-12
5.0×10-10

-1.6
0.90

< 0.95
0

Solar panel (solar)

400

3.0×10-3

7.6

0

Solar panel (shadow)

343

4.0×10-5

5.8

0

- antennas

123

1.0×10-12

-5.2

< -0.08

- separation system

123

1.0×10-12

-5.2

< -5.4

- star tracker

123

-12

-5.2

< -0.08

Thruster emitters

370

3.0×10-4

3.0

0

370

-4

3.0

0

CEX In+ deposition rate,
log10(Å/h)

Neutral In deposition rate,
log10(Å/h)

Total
deposition rate,
log10(Å/h)

-4.0 to -8.23

-1.23 to -7.23

< -1.23

Bay 2, 4 and 7

-1.89 to -6.0

1.67 to -0.03

< 1.67

Radiators

-4.0 to -4.3

1.47 to 0.87

< 1.47

Solar panel (solar)

-5.5 to -8.23

-7.23

< -5.5

Solar panel (shadow)

-4.3 to -8.23

1.27 to -7.23

< 1.27

- antennas

-4.5 to -8.23

0.96 to -7.23

< 0.96

- separation system

-5.0 to -8.23

-7.23

< -5.0

- star tracker

-5.5 to -8.23

0.87 to -7.23

< 0.87

Thrusters

-1.89 to -4.7

0.37 to -7.23

< 0.37

Neutraliser

-4.5 to -5.0

1.37 to -3.23

< 1.37

Externals

Neutraliser emitters

1.0×10

3.0×10

Table 3. Deposition rates for CEX In+, neutral In and total deposition rate.
Surface/subsystem
Main spacecraft
bay 2, 4 and 7)

(except

Externals
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Total Cs contamination (without evaporation)
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Figure 35. Total Cs contamination over time (without evaporation subtracted)
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Figure 36. Total Cs contamination over time (with evaporation subtracted)
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Figure 37. Total In contamination over time
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